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CONFRONTING A PANDEMIC

T
he COVID-19 pandemic appeared late enough in the first quarter to 
have little economic effect on midsize law firms.

Unfortunately, it meant firms would have to confront the pandemic in Q2, historically 
the most important quarter of the year. To make matters worse, the outlook was not 
good.

Faced with business lockdowns, historic unemployment, and a volatile stock market at 
the end of the first quarter, most midsize law firm leaders were expecting a negative 
second quarter. The ‘corona cloud’ also meant a bleak year ahead.

Surprisingly, most midsize law firms weathered the impact: finances are ahead of 
2019, client count is steady-to-increasing, and firm leaders are more optimistic. 
These are a few highlights of The Midsize Law Firm Performance Report™ for the 
Second Quarter of 2020.

The Second Quarter Midsize Report™ includes six sections:

 I.  Overview    IV. Clients

 II.  COVID-19    V. Pricing

 III.  Finances    VI. Outlook

While the coronavirus did its best to ensure trouble as it swept across the country—
by the end of June, the U.S. had more than 2.3 million cases in all 50 states—both 
clients and firms are finding a path forward. The progress in the second quarter 
suggests 2020 can be saved. We will know more in the Third Quarter Report.

Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions, feedback, suggestions for 
the Q3 survey, or just to connect. I appreciate hearing from law leaders, and, more 
importantly, I appreciate your support.

Regards,

Patrick Johansen, CPP
www.lawfirmpricing.com/midsizereport

* The Third Quarter Midsize Report™ survey will be open October 6-10, 2020.
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I. OVERVIEW

FIG.1

T
hree months ago, no one saw this coming: the majority of midsize law firms 
exceeded expectations in the second quarter.

More than two-thirds of midsize law firms (68%) in the U.S. reported their financial 
performance in the first half of 2020 equaled or surpassed 2019 (Figure 1). 

This is a remarkable turnaround, given that firm leaders were nearly unanimous (88%) at 
the end of the first quarter in predicting a negative outlook in Q2, which had the potential 
to erase the positive gains in Q1. Fortunately, that did not happen for the majority of firms.

While this does not prove Q2 was rosy, Q2 was not a disaster, which is very good news. 
Typically, the second quarter is the most productive period for midsize firms, according to 
recent editions of Thomson Reuters’ Report on the State of the Midsize Legal Market. In both 
2019 and 2018, Worked Hours peaked in Q2.

CONTINUED
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I. OVERVIEW (cont.)

FIG.2

What drove this success? Simply, clients.

• Midsize law firms retained their client base. 
All firms reported the same number of clients. 
In addition, one quarter (26%) reported a larger client base.

• Midsize law firms added new clients.  
Nearly half (48%) of all firms reported adding new clients.

• Midsize law firms added new matters.  
Nearly half (48%) of all firms reported adding new litigation matters.  
This was tempered by 32% reporting a loss in transactional matters.

With much of the economy shuttered mid-March to early May, these gains most likely came 
in Q1, rather than the last six weeks of Q2. If true, it means Q1 was even stronger than we 
knew, and, significantly, Q2 was weaker than we presumed.

Another note of caution: A majority of firms reported offering clients a discount on invoices 
(see Figure 18). Although this is standard industry practice, and it was very prevalent during 

CONTINUED
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I. OVERVIEW (cont.)

FIG.3

the Great Recession, it remains a bad Pricing strategy: it diminishes firm value.

Ultimately, all roads lead to Profitability. As the country began shutting down in Q1, several 
issues arose: idle timekeepers would lose irretrievable hours, pro bono timekeepers would 
lose billable hours, discounted timekeepers would lose revenue, and less revenue without 
reduced costs would lead to increased debt.

In Q1, midsize law firm leaders were most concerned about idle timekeepers (58%). In Q2, 
their concern shifted to unpaid bills (53%), followed by idle timekeepers (37%) (Figure 3). 
Fortunately, firms can address unpaid bills with strong client relations and smart Pricing 
strategies, not to mention good Collections efforts.
 

Given the negative predictions in Q1, the first half of 2020 ended positively. What comes 
next will be critical. The second half of the year has never been more important.
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FIG.4

II. COVID-19

T
he second quarter started hopeful. New York declared it had reached its 
‘peak’ and several states were making plans to reopen.

Unfortunately, the pandemic continued its assault on the U.S., progressing into all 50 states. 
By the end of June, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported more 
than 2.3 million cases and more than 120,000 deaths.

Sadly, the legal industry was not immune to the growing spread of the coronavirus. During 
Q2, 80% of all midsize firms surveyed reported at least one person had been tested for 
COVID-19 (Figure 4). That is nearly double the 42% of midsize firms in Q1. 

Even more startling, the percentage of individuals testing positive jumped more than 150%: 
from 23% in Q1 to 59% in Q2...a staggering increase.

As noted in the First Quarter MIDSIZE REPORT™, the cost to firms (e.g., cleaning, technology)

CONTINUED
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FIG.5

II. COVID-19 (cont.)

was a growing concern. In Q1, a majority of firms (60%) had costs under $10,000. Three 
months later, the costs continued to rise: only 26% had costs under $10,000 (Figure 5). 
Nearly three-quarters (74%) had expenses above $10,000, including one-third (32%) of all 
firms paying more than $25,000 since March for pandemic-related expenses.

At least the operations of midsize firms are returning to normal:

• 74% of firms are now open, compared to 17% in Q1 (Figure 6).
• 74% of staff are working full-time, compared to 60% in Q1 (Figure 8).
• 95% of staff are receiving full pay, compared to 83% in Q1 (Figure 9).
• An exception: 47% of firms reported normal hours, down from 65% (Figure 7).

Overall, midsize law firms fared much better in the second quarter than anticipated.

Q1: 17%Q1: 23%Q1: 43%Q1: 12%
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III. FINANCES

FIG.10

M
idsize law firm leaders were ready for the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
on the second quarter. Perhaps that is why there is much good news.

Dire predictions loomed at the beginning of the second quarter. Most midsize firms (88%) 
predicted a negative Q2, and most (82%) reported discussing a line of credit drawdown or 
taking out a new loan. 

What a difference three months can make. Only 46% of firms reported an increase in firm 
debt: 26% of firms took a new loan, only 10% tapped their line of credit, and only 10% 
increased their line of credit (Figure 10). This was good news. 

The client financial lifecycle—Timekeeping, Billing, Collections—also held good news. In 
Q1, a majority of firm leaders planned to accelerate each function. The Q1 Midsize Report™ 

cautioned that these measures might diminish client relationships. Fortunately, most firms 
maintained the status quo (Figure 11).

CONTINUED
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FIG.11

As leaders look to the second half of 2020, they reported no significant plans to alter the 
status quo on the client financial functions (Figure 12). (N.B. It is not uncommon for firms to 
accelerate Collections in the fourth quarter as a matter of business practice.)

A final area of good news: Profitability metrics. As noted in the First Quarter Midsize Report™, 

key metrics (KPIs) of a law firm’s financial performance include Rates, Utilization, Collections.

III. FINANCES (cont.)

FIG.12

CONTINUED
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FIG.13

III. FINANCES (cont.)

At the end of Q1, most midsize law firm leaders were consistent in their Q2 predictions:

• Rates would be flat (83%). 
• Utilization would be negative (83%). 
• Collections would be negative (94%). 

Fortunately, Q2 performance was significantly better:

• Rates were flat (80%), with 10% positive and 10% negative.
• Utilization was flat (42%), with 21% positive and 38% negative.
• Collections were flat (48%), with 32% positive and 20% negative.

This was good news: Rates and Collections had little negative impact, and Utilization and 
Collections had measurable positive impact.

One area of concern is Utilization: the 38% of firms reporting negative impact, while not 
unexpected, will need elevated hours in Q3 and Q4.

CONTINUED
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FIG.14

III. FINANCES (cont.)

There was some not-so-good news in Q2 finances. Midsize firms took a handful of actions 
to preserve cash. Regarding partners, more than 40% of firms reduced draws, deferred 
distributions, and postponed bonuses (Figure 14). Regarding staff, more than 20% of firms 
implemented furloughs, pay cuts, and layoffs (Figure 15).

Overall, midsize law firms weathered the storm. They remain on course for a flat year 
(although leaders predictions about the future seem a contradiction).

FIG.15
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IV. CLIENTS

D
uring the first quarter, midsize firms put great energies into client outreach, 
especially coronavirus-related activities. Firm were rewarded.

As noted earlier (see Overview), nearly half of all midsize law firms surveyed reported new 
clients in the first half of 2020, as well as new litigation matters (Figure 2).

Among all clients, there was a signficant shift in priorities. In Q1, a majority of midsize 
firms had discussions with clients regarding slowing work (83%), postponing work (71%), 
and delaying invoices (60%). In Q2, only 42% made requests (Figure 16). No doubt this 
contributed to firm leaders feeling more optimistic about 2020 (Figure 19).

Clients’ concerns about business sustainability and cash flow continued into the second 
quarter; safety of staff and the amount of litigation also topped Q2 concerns.

FIG.16
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V. PRICING

T
he First Quarter MIDSIZE REPORT™ reported a high level of confidence in 
partners’ ability to negotiate discounts. Unlike 2008, partners were ready.

Fortunately, price negotiation was not an issue in Q2.  Nearly four in five midsize firm leaders  
(79%) reported few requests from clients to negotiate a new fee arrangement (Figure 17), 
and only two in five (38%) offered existing clients the option to renegotiate fee arrangements 
(Figure 18).  

In addition, midsize firms offered clients several other financial assistance tactics: 59% offered 
to discount client invoices, 38% offered to delay payments, and 26% offered early payment 
discounts (Figure 18). While these gestures elevate a client’s financial worries over the firm’s, 
they place an added financial burden on the firm (which itself has financial worries). 

Also of concern is the ‘value’ message these tactics send to clients. When a firm ‘devalues’ 
its own services, it struggles to convince clients to pay full price for future work. 

CONTINUED
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V. PRICING (cont.)

Firm leaders also need to consider that not all tactics benefit a firm equally. Below are 
some considerations for firm leaders when considering Pricing options for clients:

Discounting Invoices  Bad option. Firm loses full receivable. Firm loses full value.  
  Client saves cash. Client encouraged to request future discounts.

Delaying Payment   Good option. Firm retains full receivable. Firm retains full value. 
  Client conserves cash.

Renegotiating Fees   Mixed option. Firm loses full projected receivable. Firm gains 

  insight into Client. Firm/Client can define/deliver value (AFAs).

Early Pay Discounts   Mixed option. Firm loses full receivable. Firm gains quick cash. 
  Client saves cash. Client encouraged to request future discounts.

By understanding clients’ concerns, firm leaders can be just as proactive with finances 
as they are with marketing communications. This strategic approach often requires a 
Pricing professional, which midsize firms have been reluctant to hire. That may explain 
why midsize firms do not offer clients financial assistance.
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VI. OUTLOOK

FIG.19

W
hile much of the globe seemed to make progress against COVID-19, the 
U.S. faced a worsening crisis in the second quarter: the count of total daily 

cases surpassed 50,000, nearly 50% higher than in April. 

Even with the alarming spread, many were suffering from ‘COVID fatigue’ and governments 
were eager to lift restrictions. As businesses learned how to implement safety protocols, the 
economy restarted, which was good news for law firm leaders.

Unlike Q1, when only 23% of leaders were “Cautiously Optimistic” and no one felt “Positive” 
about the future, a surprising 44% of midsize law firm leaders in Q2 are “Positive” or 
“Cautiously Optimistic” about 2020 (Figure 19).

Let’s remember: midsize law firms enjoyed a good start to 2020, meeting or exceeding 
expectations. With a better-than-expected Q2, could 2020 not end in a disaster? Survey 
participants were asked to do a little forecasting. In a ‘best-case scenario’ for 2020, most 

23% 23%

54%

CONTINUED
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VI. OUTLOOK (cont.)

FIG.20

firms (59%) said the year would be a flat year (Figure 21), identical to Q1. In a ‘worst-case 
scenario’ for 2020, only one-third of firms (36%) said the year would decline at least 20%, 
significantly better than Q1’s 65% (Figure 22).

As to the big question—When will we return to ‘business as usual?’—most midsize firm 
leaders (90%) now believe a return to ‘normal’ will not happen until 2021. That is a major 
shift from the First Quarter Midsize Report™, when 88% of midsize law firm leaders believed 
‘normal’ business would return in 2020.

Once again, it is apparent that the second half of the year counts for more than it ever has.

A final note: Recently, legal publications have been suggesting that the increase in Work From Home 
personnel would lead to smaller office space. One-third of midsize firm leaders (38%) are expecting 
some level of downsizing in the next nine months.

Q1: 40% Q1: 36% Q1: 12% Q1: 0%
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FIG.21

FIG.22

Q1: 6% Q1: 29% Q1: 60% Q1: 5%
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DEMOGRAPHICS

A total of 57 law leaders from 57 law firms participated in the Q2 2020 survey.



www.lawfirmpricing.com/midsizereport

Patrick Johansen, CPP

The MIDSIZE Law Firm Performance REPORT™

MORE PROFIT. MORE REVENUE.


